Resolution F16-001: Graduate Student Assembly’s Preliminary Position on Graduate Student Unionization

Sponsors: The Graduate Student Assembly Executive Board

Whereas the Graduate Student Assembly is a democratically elected advocacy group representing all students in Yale’s Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (GSAS) and,

Whereas graduate student unionization is a topic of concern for many graduate students at Yale and thus is important to the Assembly,

Therefore, be it resolved that the Graduate Student Assembly takes no stance towards graduate student unionization.

Resolution F16-002: Graduate Student Assembly’s Preliminary Position on Recent Graduate Student Unionization Efforts at Yale

Sponsors: The Graduate Student Assembly Executive Board

Whereas the Graduate Student Assembly is a democratically elected advocacy group representing all students in Yale’s Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (GSAS) and,

Whereas the graduate student unionization effort by UNITE HERE-Local 33 is a topic of concern for many graduate students at Yale and thus is important to the Assembly,

Therefore, be it resolved that the Graduate Student Assembly opposes the current graduate student unionization effort by UNITE HERE-Local 33.

Resolution F16-003: Graduate Student Assembly’s Preliminary Position on Micro-Bargaining Units at Yale

Sponsors: The Graduate Student Assembly Executive Board

Whereas the Graduate Student Assembly is a democratically elected advocacy group representing all students in Yale’s Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (GSAS), and

Whereas the current micro-bargaining unit strategy is a topic of concern for many graduate students at Yale and thus is important to the Assembly,

Therefore, be it resolved that the Graduate Student Assembly opposes the micro-bargaining unit strategy currently being pursued in the graduate student unionization effort by UNITE HERE-Local 33.